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RISE is a
new Immersive
Subject and Life
Skills Learning
Program for
5-11 year olds

An innovative and
new immersive learning
approach that helps
children excel and
become more
confident achievers
and independent
learners within a fun
and modern setting.

Knowledge Innovation Learning

Welcome to RISE
The RISE immersive learning program has been developed and launched by S. Chand Harcourt, a joint venture
company which combines the skills and experience of two
education giants, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt of the USA and
S. Chand of India.
S. Chand is one of India’s leading and most respected
education publishing companies, market leaders for over
seven decades. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt is a global
education company that boasts the world’s largest K-12
publishing business. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt publishes
a comprehensive set of best-in-class Pre-K–12 educational
solutions, ranging from research-based textbook programs
to instructional technology and assessment programs for
students and educators.
S. Chand Harcourt has now been created, which combines
over 250 years of experience with an rivalled understanding
of pedagogy, a rich knowledge bank and an enthusiasm for
the art of teaching and learning.
The launch of RISE represents the development of
another forward-thinking 21st century educational
business and it reflects our core values of Knowledge,
Innovation and Learning.

Creating our
next generation
of achievers
and leaders

Our Learning
Vision & Experience
At RISE we are passionate about education and learning.
We have created a company and culture that inspires and
motivates our students to achieve their full potential.
Across all levels of the RISE program we continuously strive to
innovate and inspire learning by creating powerful experiences
where parents and students see the value of creating a ‘Love of
Learning’ ethos.
At RISE we know that play is children’s work. It is how they learn
and make sense of their world. A child does not need to learn to
play, but he does need to play to learn. Play is a fun way to cope
with new learning and develop self-esteem. Therefore play is a
key component of the RISE learning experience.
With RISE ISL™ we have brought together the best of local and
international in the creation of a range of specifically developed
learning programs that meet the needs of the next generation of
learners. RISE delivers a new setting where teaching and learning are characterised by the love of learning and harnessing the
power of play.

Solving the
Parent Dilemma

“The school routine is already hectic
and additional courses may place
more pressure on kids”

“I feel guilty but I still feel I need
to encourage my children to succeed
in later life”

“We know the focus on getting marks
needs to be balanced with other
educational and learning priorities”
At RISE we understand the stresses
and strains which parents feel when
making the right education choices
for their children. We understand that
in today’s highly competitive environment, high grades are not always
enough to ensure children succeed.
At RISE we also recognise that children need to be moulded into individuals with deep-rooted self-confidence,
a clear grasp of educational fundamentals and interpersonal and leadership skills.
We empathise with parents, full of aspirations and dreams for their children,
and who face a common dilemma in
choosing the right type of learning
environment that will suit the needs of
their children.

Introducing a
New Immersive
Learning Concept
The RISE concept is a total departure from the
traditional and rote based teaching approach.
The RISE program is designed to draw children
into the immersive learning experience.

Our learning
environment promotes
a hands-on approach
that engages and
motivates.
Teacher and
technology-led tuition
combined with internationally acclaimed
content.
Children work in
small multidiscipline
groups to foster collaboration, teamwork and
communication skills
from an early age.

High levels of
child interactivity and
participation develop
concentration skills, application of knowledge,
creativity and selfexpression.

Children engage
in an active learning
process, suited to their
needs and abilities

Program Pillars
Creating A New
Learning Experience
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The RISE instructional model ISL™ has been uniquely
structured around six program pillars to create an engaging
and stimulating centre setting and learning experience.

ISL™
Instructional Model
This promotes the child’s sense of
exploration and experimentation. In each
session, the learners experience our unique
ISL™ path to achieve the desired learning
outcomes and pupils Explore and Experience in an Engaging, Enriching
and Exciting environment.
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Environment The
RISE learning centres create a
fun and inspiring atmosphere that
encourages a child’s natural curiosity.
Different play zones, such as the Book
Zone, the Science Zone and the Fun Zone
have been incorporated into the centres.

Immersive
Subject & Life
Skills Learning

Leading Global Learning
A tailor-made blend of international and
local learning content designed to meet
the needs of our future learners.

Teaching The RISE program is delivered by teachers with a passion for
learning. In addition to the initial intensive
training program teachers are kept abreast
of latest developments in education, new
teaching styles and content by regular
on-going training.

The RISE Immersive
Environment
Core to the RISE concept is the creation of dynamic,
stimulating and fun learning environments. With our new
‘immersive learning’ concept we create carefully structured
fun and playful settings completely different to the
traditional classroom. The immersive approach is designed
to promote the child’s developing social skills such as teambuilding, leadership competency and co-operative learning.

Learning
Environment

Physical
Environment

State of the art learning
systems and carefully
designed environments
to support teaching
and learning

Designed for easy access to quality learning
tools, technologies,
resources and group
play

Technology
Environment
Technology enables students to learn in relevant,
real world contexts with
inspiring and engaging
content

Emotional
Environment
RISE has created a warm
and stress free atmosphere where students
thrive

Health
& Safety
Environment
Parents need to know that
their child is in a safe and
secure environment. At
RISE there is no compromise on health
and safety

Internal
Environment
State of the art architectural and interior designs
for group, team and
individual learning

The RISE
Learning Outcomes
& Skill Goals
The RISE ISL™ concept is all about creating dynamic,
stimulating and fun learning surroundings set against
clear learning goals and skill outcomes. We focus on
the planning and delivery of two broad areas of skills
and learning goals. Firstly the curriculum based core
subject skills and concepts (maths, English and science)
are delivered in a highly engaging and inspiring way and
secondly we build into the program modules covering
creative problem solving, presentation, teamwork and
communication skills. The end result is that
RISE graduates understand the core
subjects and key concepts but more
importantly are able to apply these
skills and communicate within
Core Concept
these areas with confidence.

Understanding
Skills

Life Learning
& Leadership
Skills

Enhanced Self
Learning
Skills

Creativity
& Innovation
Skills

Information
Technology &
Media Skills

Core Concept
Understanding
Skills

The ISL™ system merges the best pedagogy
and teaching practice with world renowned
interactive digital content to deliver a better
understanding and appreciation of maths,
science and English.

Children are given the opportunity through
hands-on activities and projects to understand the
meaning of the information acquired from the RISE
lessons. The children learn to classify and categorise
the new concepts, ideas and experiences into a logical
order. They are able to apply this newly found knowledge to challenging everyday situations. A student’s
ability to receive information and create a relevant
connection to a new situation shows a higher order
thought process and assures that the student fully
understands the concepts that are presented.

Creativity
& Innovation
Skills

At RISE we believe that expression is a fundamental right and if
children are given avenues to express themselves through song, dance, rhyme and dramatic play, it enhances their communication skills,
helps them gain confidence and imbibe core values.
As well as arts and crafts, our methodology and
curriculum develops creativity and creative problem
solving, lateral thinking, critical thinking and expressive processes. These are important foundation blocks
required for later life.
Creating with colour and using art materials of different kinds helps give expression to their ideas and
imagination, encouraging the children to be
instrumental in their own play and learning.

Information
Technology &
Media Skills

Children need the ability to
both understand and apply multimedia technologies to meet the growing
demands of our rapidly changing world. Research tells us that technology increases student
performance and improves student attitudes and
confidence. Technology can also significantly improve
student problem solving skills. The RISE ISL™ program
makes sure that the learning keeps pace with, and integrates with, technological developments.
Our classrooms are child-centred environments where
the teaching and technology are seamlessly blended
to deliver the optimum learning experience. Their
interaction with this technology gives them
confidence at an early age and will be useful later in life, when more advanced
technology skills are needed.

Enhanced
Self Learning
Skills

Global studies and research
into learning clearly tells us children
learn by seeing, hearing, touching and
doing. The first step to helping the child to
become an independent learner is to encourage
strong levels of participation and involvement.
The RISE learning experience is designed so that the
children control the pace of the class by responding to
the classroom teacher and the interactive digital content, role playing and team projects.
The ISL™ system integrates the teacher’s lesson
plans seamlessly with the digital learning lessons
and delivers this via the interactive whiteboard.
The process is designed to help the child learn
how to learn as well as become an independent learner.

Life Learning
& Leadership
Skills

Children assume positive
leadership roles as they role-play and
interact in group situations. They in turn
develop the ability to follow someone else’s
lead and become a functional team member. The
RISE program is designed to enhance and develop
these skills in a structured way. In-class scenarios are
created so teams are responsible for decision-making
and follow-through as they complete specific activity
goals. Activities are structured so the experience of
leading a team in early childhood strengthens the
self-esteem and the confidence of students. The
regular practice of interpersonal skill development helps students to be internally motivated
in setting and attaining personal goals in
school and in life.
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